
“Let me tell you about Emmaus!” 
 
These points are in no particular order.  We 
hope they are helpful as you consider the Walk 
to Emmaus. 

 The Walk to Emmaus is an experience in 
love and God’s Grace.  The hope is you will 
feel much the same as the two walking 
home to Emmaus after that first Easter 
when the unrecognized, risen Christ joined 
them.   Luke 24 

 The weekend runs from Thursday at 6:00 
pm to roughly Sunday at 6:00 pm.  

 Each part of the weekend builds on the pre-
vious ones so present participation from 
beginning to end is critical.  

 Breakfasts, lunches and suppers are pre- 
      pared by the camp staff. 
      There is a snack table for those in between  
      times. 

 There are some very creative morning and   
      evening chapels which are very focusing but 
      not typical of church services. 

 There is lots of singing and joke swapping, 
       tons of laughter and sometimes some 
       poignant tears. 

 Camp Overlook Dormitories are heated with 
      interior institutional bathrooms. 
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 Personal bedding is required for the lower  
      level of a bunk bed. (Sleeping bag, pillow, 
      sheet, quilts, etc.)  There are usually 5 to 8  
      in a dorm room. 

 Very Casual comfortable dress is the rule.  
      We really don’t walk much except between  
      buildings so leave the hiking boots at home! 

 The registrar sends out a packing list to help 
       you get ready. 

 There are some quiet, reflective times  
       (especially the first night), but mostly we are 
       engaged with new friends and having a  
       meaningful, wonderful time. 

  The Walk to Emmaus has made a huge  
       difference in my life and I want to share 
       that with you.   
 
My desire is to give you a chance to experience 
God’s love in a new way.  It begins with me 
sponsoring you, taking you to camp, and pray-
ing for you the whole time you are participating.  
I will also be there to celebrate with you at the 
conclusion and deliver you back home. I think 
you will enjoy the Walk to Emmaus as I did and 
be blessed in a powerful way! 
 
  ____________________________________ 
                             Sponsor 
Please let me know when you  Apply online: 
You will need to provide a $40 application fee 
with your application.  (I can get you a paper 
form if you prefer.) 

https://
shenandoahvalleyemmaus.weebly.com/
pilgrim-applicaton.html  
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